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Agenda for this session

I Part 1: Practical matters
I Part 2: Introduction to the course

I What is Urban Computing
I Applications
I Data sources

I Part 3: Hands-on Lab



Part 1: Practical matters



Teaching assistants



Courseware

I Courseware access:
https://urbancomputingcourseleiden.github.io/

I Other matters (Announcements, assignment hand-in,
discussion forum): Blackboard

https://urbancomputingcourseleiden.github.io/


Communication

Before sending emails:

I Can you ask the question during the class?

I Can you use the blackboard forum?



Course schedule

Day Type Topic Deadlines  
1 7 February 2019 Lecture  Introduction 
2 14 February 2019 Lecture  Time series data processing 
3 21 February 2019 Lecture  Spatial data processing 
- 28 February 2019 No class Deadline assignment 1 
4 7 March 2019 Lecture  Spatio-temporal data processing 
5 14 March 2019 Lecture  Data visualization for urban computing Deadline proposal 

6 21 March 2019 Lecture  Machine learning for urban computing 
7 28 March 2019 Lecture  Machine learning for urban computing 2 Deadline assignment 2 
8 4 April 2019 Presentation 
9 11 April 2019 Presentation 
- 18 April 2019 No class 
10 25 April 2019 Presentation 
11 2 May 2019 Presentation 

7 June 2019 Deadline project reports 

+ Office hours for talking about projects (Mondays 11-12:30 with
appointment)



Organization of the class

Course structure

I Lectures

I Practical labs (as homework)



Grading

I Active participation in class and discussions (10%)

I Assignments (25 %)

I Presentation (15 %)
I Project (50 %)

I Novelty of the idea
I Maturity of experiments
I Results
I Presentation and documentation



Project

I Select a reference(s) paper as a starting point
I Use the survey paper [1] in the reading list to identify a paper
I Or come up with your own favorite paper (After discussing it

with Mitra)
I Register it (in the form we provide on blackboard)

I Write a brief proposal including (problem statement, research
question, methodology, evaluation approach, data sources)

I Proceed with the project

I Write a report (8-10 pages (ACM-proceedings Latex
template)) [download]

https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/publications/consolidated-tex-template/acmart-master.zip


Part 2: Introduction Urban Computing



What does Urban Computing Mean?

1

Figure: Urban Computing

1source: http://uctutorial.chinacloudsites.cn



The familiar stranger... [PG04]



A bit of history ....

When was it mentioned first?

”The term urban computing was first introduced by Eric Paulos at
the 2004 UbiComp (Ubiquitous and pervasive computing)
conference”



My own story as a member of Pervasive Systems Group

Pervasive and ubiquitous computing (or ”ubicomp”) is a concept
in software engineering and computer science where computing is
made to appear anytime and everywhere. In contrast to desktop
computing, ubiquitous computing can occur using any device, in
any location, and in any format [Wikipedia].
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2source:
https://www.parc.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/ubicompvenn.jpg



Ubiquitous Computing research with the focus on mobility
data



Back to Urban Computing

Urban Computing is a process of acquisition, integration, and
analysis of big and heterogeneous data generated by diverse
sources in urban spaces, such as sensors, devices, vehicles,
buildings, and humans, to tackle the major issues that cities face
(e.g., air pollution, increased energy consumption, and traffic
congestion). Urban computing connects unobtrusive and
ubiquitous sensing technologies, advanced data management and
analytic models, and novel visualization methods to create
win-win-win solutions that improve urban environment, human life
quality, and city operation systems. [ZCWY14]



Mention some urban computing applications ....



Applications
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Figure: Traffic management

3source: https://www.autoevolution.com/news/the-longest-traffic-jam-in-
history-12-days-62-mile-long-47237.html



Applications

Figure: Event management



Applications
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Figure: Autonomous driving

4source: http://senseable.mit.edu/light-traffic/



Rewilding
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Figure: Rewilding

5source:https://www.ark.eu/gebieden/buitenland/rewilding-europe



Example of rewilding in the Netherlands

Figure: Rewilding



What do we learn in this course?

I Things a computer scientist should know when using data to
solve urban problems
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What we, unfortunately, won’t learn in this course:

I Urban planning

I Urban policy making

I Urban ethics

I ...



Topics

I Data sources for Urban Computing research

I Processing time-series data

I Processing spatial data

I Processing spatio-temporal data

I Visualization techniques for Urban Computing research

I Machine learning algorithms for Urban Computing research

I Data integration

I Deep learning for Urban Computing research



Why Urban Computing as a new field?

Thinking about urban problems is not new, people have collected
data to solve these problems since a long time ago....



Data used for solving urban problems

I Old data sources

I Modern data sources



Old data sources

I Calling people on phones for calculating origin destination
matrices (traffic engineering)

I Questionnaires

I Census

I Observations by social scientists



Modern data sources [AB14]

Modern data sources are categorized into the following three
categories based on the origin of the data:

I Bottom up: Citizens

I Intermediate: Digital companies

I Top down: Government



Buttom-up: citizens as sensors

I Data collected through sensing phones (in some manner)

I Data generated as a result of using Apps

I Participatory sensing: ( communities (or other groups of
people) contributing sensory information to form a body of
knowledge)
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Ways to collect data by localizing phones
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Figure: Sensing movement using cellular networks

6source: http://unbonmotgroundswell.blogspot.com/2013/07/hybrid-
location-technologies-gps.html



Wifi sensing

Figure: Sensing movement using Wifi networks [PCB+17]



Wifi sensing, and privacy
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Figure: Wifi sensing

7source: https://obj.ca/article/techopia-ottawas-edgewater-wireless-unveils-
wi-fi-location-tracking-tech



Figure: Assen sensor setup



Assen data

Link

https://troas.carto.com/viz/9aea3a38-9469-11e5-822b-0e674067d321/public_map


Intermediate: digital companies

I Free services provided by companies through Internet

I Data generated as a result of the side activity of a digital
company

I Companies that aggregate data from local brokers (Funda)



Funda.nl

Figure: Funda



Foursquare

Figure: Foursquare



Top-down: government (Open Data)

Open data is the idea that some data should be freely available to
everyone to use and republish as they wish, without restrictions
from copyright, patents or other mechanisms of control
Government institutions release (part of) their internal data in
open format.



Dutch open data portal

Figure: Dutch open data portal.



Old and modern sources (comparison)

I Where to start from? Collecting data for a specific research
question or finding a research question based on data?

I Data collection costs

I Data granularity

I Data quality (noise, error, etc)

I Data sparsity (duration period, missing data)

I Bias



Machine learning/data mining versus statistics

Current approaches to spatio-temporal data handling:

I Statisticians approach

I Machine learning approach



Statisticians approach

Statistics is a branch of mathematics dealing with data collection,
organization, analysis, interpretation and presentation [Wikipedia]

I Hypothesis testing

I T-test

I Permutation test

I ...



Machine learning/data mining approach

Machine learning (ML) is the scientific study of algorithms and
statistical models that computer systems use to effectively perform
a specific task without using explicit instructions, relying on
models and inference instead [Wikipedia]

I Design algorithms
I Measure the performance of the algorithm to baselines

I Classification, clustering accuracy
I Error metrics



Challenges in use of new data sources for machine learning

I Where to get data?

I How to validate your algorithm?



Where to get data?

I Collect data by deploying some sensing technology

(GPS
trackers, Wifi scanning, proximity sensing)

I Search for an alternative solution, collect data from a source
(Crawl the web, use APIs)
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How to validate your algorithm?

Case: You are designing an algorithm to find periodic patterns
from people’s trajectory data

The recurring issue of ground-truth



How to validate your algorithm?

Case: You are designing an algorithm to find periodic patterns
from people’s trajectory data
The recurring issue of ground-truth



Dealing with ground truth issues

I Ask data collectors to label their data (e.g. Lausanne Data
Collection Campaign)

I Ask other people to label your data (e.g. Mechanical Turk,
Amazon SageMaker Ground Truth)

I Validation through defining a higher level machine learning
task (e.g. does finding periodic patterns help me predict the
future of trajectories better?)

I Validation using additional data which is considered highly
correlated with the pattern you are looking for (people who
work 5 days a week have a strong periodic pattern. Can we
distinguish them better from people who do not work?)

I Synthetic data generator (e.g. data simulated based on known
patterns)

I Make synthetic data as close as possible to actual data (add
noise, missing data, random patterns,...)

I Mess with data in all possible ways to make sure your
algorithm works all the time

https://www.idiap.ch/dataset/mdc
https://www.idiap.ch/dataset/mdc
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/groundtruth/
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Example generation of synthetic data

8

8[LWH12]



End of theory!



Part 3: Hands-on lab
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